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About This Game

To escape the city of Starkham and start your new life, you get your friend Preston to set up a meeting with the local loanshark,
Sweaty Mike. After foolishly borrowing $2,000 to start your fledgling drug dealing career, you embark on a timed mission to

sell as many drugs as possible throughout the city. However, you must evade the police, make sure not to ♥♥♥♥ off the locals
too much, and navigate an ever-changing drug market.

Visit locations like Crockfort, Pinky's Gun Emporium, Murphy's Lake, The Noose & Rafter Bar, Hillside, Saint Jaysus
Memorial Hospital, and more to interact with people and buy or sell a variety of drugs. Almost everyone you meet can be fought

or bartered with in some manner.

The Dope Game, the newest game from CoaguCo Industries, It is a take on John E. Dell's 1984 classic game Drugwars, where
the player goes around New York City trying to make as much money as possible selling drugs while evading the police. But this

isn't New York City. Or 1984. The Dope Game takes place in the fictional city of Starkham, Blannington, most infamously
known from our previous games One Way To Die and Raise Your Own Clone.

The game features original music by Macabre Gandhi and fully hand-drawn art assets by GP Garcia. For those of you
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unfamiliar with the premise, here is a fancy list of game features:

15 locations around Starkham

16 different drugs to buy and sell

35+ (barely) different weapons

8 different game lengths to play

Listen to the old lady say lots of things on the bus (unlocks stuff sometimes)

Borrow money from the loanshark (and maybe pay it back)

Interact with (and fight) a variety of townspeople

Randomly lose drugs, money, or weapons and possibly find those of other players

Hire crew members to fight with you, including animals

Random generated crew members: names, weapons, health, damage

Full soundtrack by Macabre Gandhi

25 Achievements

Fully hand-drawn game assets

Holiday, NSFW, and hard modes

A variety of random mechanics to make each game unique(ish)

Back up statistics on CoaguCo's server and Steam

Now with Russian localization

Owners of One Way To Die (dude, it's free) and/or Raise Your Own Clone will have access to additional bonuses in the game's
special locations, The Finningan Brothers Fun Park and Dr. Stansfield's Cloning Lab, respectively.

The Fun Park provides a new NPC to interact with, Bill Finningan, as well as allowing you to sell your wares to park-goers.
Owners of One Way To Die will get a random park animal for free after doing a favor for Mr. Finnigan and then heavy

discounts on additional animals.

The Cloning Lab provides another new NPC, Dr. Stansfield's nephew Marsch, who allows you to stash drugs there for your next
run. However, he may just do some of them. Owners of Raise Your Own Clone will also get heavy discounts on their storage

fees and more strict care from Marsch with their belongings.
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Title: The Dope Game
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 30 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD or Intel

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Not necessary but you'll miss out on the music

Additional Notes: An okay memory or notepad

English,Russian
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TLDR: Three out of the four golden weapon reskins are weapons that I actually use.

Support Specialist AA12: Used because of Scrakes and Fleshpounds
Sharpshooter Handcannon: Used because of close-quarters bullet penetration ability
Berserker Chainsaw: Not used because of lack of movement speed bonus
Firebug Flamethrower: Used because of crowd control. Don't mind the 10 minute playtime. I have played this game several
times on gathering events via other means and finally saw it fall back to its lowest recorded price.

There are games that might intrigue you to try before you buy and this is one of them. As mentioned its really hard to get to
know a game or "games" until you try them out.

I have family that do not really play computer games(older people) but we tend to always go out together on vacation. This is the
best and most fun Computer game they played(along with drawful).

Most of the games in this particular pack are homeruns in family entertainment. Even if you don't speak English you can answer
in your own language and still get the Hilarious results you want to have a GREAT time.

The games are played via Phones\\Tablets for best results. They are different games but they are mostly fun even for younger
and older players.

If you are afraid to use the refund system or try it via "other" means. I am giving away 1 Quiplash giftlink from Humble to the
first person who wants it, just comment.

Again Do support the Devs and buy the pack you want(or buy all of them) once you tried the games. Just make sure you have
decent internet connection and have a blast

Pros-
VERY FUN!
Fun for all ages
Simple PC requirements
Easy to set up
The best Party pack from the 5 release only other mention would be getting Drawful 2

. This game does mot and to my knowledge never will work with Laptop graphics cards, please dont buy, I've tried 2 versions on
Steam and one from Good Old Games (GOG) website.. Superfunny to play with friends. A game about a necromancer.

You start being able to summon corpses of peasants from statues in you lair (for free and without a need of corspes), then you
kill enough axemen and axemen statue appears which you can use to fill your army with axemen instead of peasants before
going on rampage. If you kill someone on the main map outside the lair you can always resurrect its corpse, for example, if you
find some giant, resurrect it and keep it alive for some time, it will be a really good boost to your forces.

The amount of units you can have is limited by command capacity. So you can either summon 150 chickens with 1 DPS and 10
HP which cost 2 capacity each or 6 bears that have 120 DPS and 2k HP which cost 55 capacity each. That's for you do decide.
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There are some secrets on map where you need to find a hidden switch or a chest. Main story progression is linear, you just
follow the quests from caged skeletons which give you keys for next maps. There is some freedom in how you clear each map,
you may go attack an ork settlement first or go and kill some scorpions so that you can summon them later, for example.

Overall, the game is good and has rather rare gameplay. I played 2 or 3 games which allowed you to play as
summoner\/necromancer with roster that develops the further you progress but I can't remember their names anymore.. boring,
waste of 99 cents. there is really only 10 minutes of content, and its very confusing the first time around. This is a VERY early
access game but for what it is it's great. The graphics look really good. I like the small map and being able to respawn. I'm more
of a COD player so while I like playing Onward I'd rather have something with a faster pace which is why I'm always going
back to Raw Data. This game has a ton of potential. The only thing I didn't like was the movement system because as far as I
can tell there is no strafing. You can only move where you're looking. I'd like to see something closer to Onward. Great job devs
and looking forward to updates.. diverse mini-games
+ interesting mutated flora
+ additional challenges
+ trophy room and idyllic garden
+ extra story. Rating: 4/10 (Slightly Below Average)
Recommended: No

With a fair selection of several different weapons (which have special stats to them which improve certain aspects of their use)
and shields ranging from decorative to fully protective, the game certainly offers a nice bit of choice when it comes to the
player choosing what weapon they want to play with against waves of AI opponents.

However, the AI opponents themselves are lackluster: they use animations instead of physics, meaning there's no realistic
feedback when it comes to combat. You swing your sword and clash blades, and the AI blade will either continue, or bounce
back the exact same way every time. The disconnect between your real-life motions and in-game effect is such that Sword
Master VR really doesn't compare to certain other VR fighting games. The AI will continue to use these animations, meaning
their weapons will clip through you, or your own weapon, and generally make it feel like you're fighting ghosts rather than
actual opponents. This is the consequence of using full-body animations versus physics-based animations when it comes to
Virtual Reality.

Because of the lackluster combat mechanics, the lack of level variation, and a lack of distinct enemy types (three variations with
gradually larger weapons), Sword Master VR doesn't get a recommendation from me. The most I can say is that for the short
while I've played it over the past few months, I've enjoyed it for about twenty minutes, before losing interest.

Much credit goes to the developers at Master Indie for building the game however, and I definitely hope that they continue
making VR games. Based on Sword Master VR's quality and presentation, I think they have great potential to continue creating
fun content, and I look forward to seeing games by them in the future.
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Haven't played the Doorways series but this has definitely whet my appetiite. It's free, so there's no reason not to check it out if
you enjoy exploration and platforming/jumping puzzles/parkour.. Audience: ] - - -

☑ Kids
☑ Everyone
☑ Casual players
☐ Pro players

- - - [ Graphics/Animation: ] - - -

☐ Potato
☐ Really bad
☐ Bad
☑ OK (Cute graphics)
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Masterpiece

- - - [ Price/quality: ] - - -

☐ Free
☑ Full price
☑ Wait for sale
☐ Average
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Don't do it

- - - [ Requirments: ] - - -

☐ 90' PC
☑ Minimum
☐ Medium
☐ Fast
☐ High end
☐ NASA computer

- - - [ Difficulty: ] - - -

☐ You just need 2 arms
☐ Ez
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Dark Souls

- - - [ Game time/length ] - - -

☐ Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
☐ Long ( 12+ hours)
☑ Endless

- - - [ Story] - - -

☑ It doesn't have
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☐ Still better than Twilight?
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

- - - [ Bugs ] - - -

☐ Game itself is one big BUG
☐ Bugs destroying the game
☐ Lot of bugs
☑ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing (I've seen)

- - - [ Others: ] - - -
Multiplayer: Yes

If u play it alone on a random lobby its a good game, play it with friends its the best game for having lots of fun:D. Easy to get
into but game has a lot to offer. Most of the game is just walking around by using the keyboard or clicking and can seem simple
at first but the rules of the different lands are really creative and add a lot of depth. Plus there are a bunch of special modes
including an action mode. Unique take on roguelikes and worth the price.. 1 EUR (50% sale) just for epic beards? Totally worth
it, unless you want your Viking Emperor of the World to look like a beardless infidel :). I tried the Evenness Sensory Space with
my primary school ASD students and received very positive feedback. As a small school we do not have available space for a
sensory room so this product helps us offer a sensory experience to our ASD students. Evenness offers a calm environment
where the children have control over their surroundings. There is lots of opportunity for sensory engagement and the space
encouraged imaginative thinking. The children loved the sounds and colours and the movement of objects and colours creates a
calming effect. I would recommend this product to others.. i dont like how they have a bad title sccen plus they dont have any
differnert pics for the maps accept one now i think i wast my money on this DONT BUY IT. Despite this being a rather short
story, I really enjoyed it. Normally, this would be a serious issue, but it actually helped the story flow rather well. I'm looking
forward to the next one, and I would definetely advise reading this. I'd give this a 7\/10.. There might be interesting things in
this game, but the interface is pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥ being a direct mobile port.

 Server Updates And Stuff:
Well, birthdays are over for another year and a new nephew is born so it’s time to get back to work!

One of our first points of order is changing our server hosts. This will possibly cause a small hiccup in our API system in all of
our games which may result in some stats not being backed up correctly. However, this does not affect Steam’s copy of the stats
and those should sync sometime afterward. If any horrendous issues arise, please let us know! We expect the server swap to
happen sometime around Thursday or Friday.. The Dope Game - Hard Case Update - Version 3.0.0:
Hey, dope fiends! We have just released the Hard Case update which features a whole bunch of changes, many of them under-
the-hood. This update is primarily focused on combat while adding a new location, NPC, a bunch of new weapons, and lots of
tweaks to the system overall.

Curious as to what? Here is the official change log:

Added: new NPC - The Shady Merchant

Added: new sub-location - The Alley

Added: you can now buy various weapons from The Shady Merchant

Added: three stages of damage to enemies as they get injured

Added: player can now heal themselves in combat with right items
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Added: The Salesman now sells medpacks sometimes instead of bookbags

Added: NSFW mode function for renaming weapons

Added: new functions to allow larger than 32-bit integers

Changed: run away from combat success rate increases as enemy's health drops

Changed: CoaguCo API for new variables

Changed: bank only allows deposits or withdrawals of $100,000,000 max

Changed: bank interest function; bank only gives up to $1,000,000 in interest per day

Changed: 32-Bit INT Club achievement to fire when lifetime cash total goes over 2.1 billion

Changed: small engine tweaks to slim the code and speed up the game

Changed: bank, bar, dealing, loanshark, lab, gun store, hospital interfaces to allow new integer functions

Changed: layout of combat interface

Fixed: wrong player crew condition for purchase

Removed: non-Steam desktop statistics from Stats section

To celebrate, we are offering the game and The Stash DLC at 25% off on Steam, Itch.io, and IndieGameStand!

Until next time!. The Dope Game - Version 1.2.0 Update:
Hey there, dope fiends! We decided to drop the smaller 1.2.0 update ahead of the bigger "Doped" content update to fix some
things and add some asked about features. The update should be rolling out for Linux and Windows users now with Mac users
getting theirs later on. Here is the current change log:

Added: Endless Mode, unlimited number of days only ended by death or arrest

Added: Bill Finningan gives OWTD owners free animal on first visit, discounted on subsequent

Added: toggle between username and password in Options with tab

Changed: updated Godot to 2.0.4

Changed: Fun Park is now active for all players, not just ones who have OWTD

Changed: limited FPS to 60

Changed: cleaned up code layouts

Endless Mode
This was asked about by various people and we have now added it! Endless Mode, as it implies, takes out the day limit
altogether and can be played regardless of how far your have progressed in day setting unlocks. It can currently only be ended by
death or surrender.

Fun Park and Cloning Lab
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Initially we added the Fun Park and Cloning Lab as fun bonuses for people who played our previous games but, after talking to
some folks, we decided to open up those areas to all players and providing owners of our previous games with some in-game
bonuses instead.. The Dope Game - Version 1.0.1 Update:
Hey there! We have some bugs to fix and just issued a patch to do so. We also took in a small request for music/sound/screen
hotkey! Plus cheers to user counterstroke for finding some other hideous bugs! Here is the official change log:

Added: toggle sound on/off with F1

Added: toggle music on/off with F2

Added: toggle fullscreen/windows with F3

Added: extra condition check to crew hiring

Changed: boot process with additional centering function (hopefully) help some users

Fixed: glitch in IOU interface

Fixed: glitches in banking interface, including button interactions

Fixed: glitches in hospital interface, including button interactions

Fixed: button interaction at gunshop

There were some great suggestions given to use on the first day and we are taking a bunch into account. We hope to issue a
content update next week incorporating some of the things you guys came up with. Not all, but some. This will be the first
unplanned content update in our list. Stay tuned!. The Dope Game - Version 3.3.18 Update:
Hey, dope fiends! We're updating the game with some minor but requested changes for your gaming pleasure. Also, if you have
played the game longer than two hours, you can get a coupon for a free version of the brand new version of the game on
Android!

Here is the change log to show you what's up with the what's up:

Added: max button to loan interface

Added: max button to hospital interface

Changed: HUD images

Changed: HUD text now better outlined

Fixed: missing "last paid" on Stashware when buying something

Fixed: double-click glitch on bus map

. The Dope Game Now On Humble Store:
Hey, dope fiends! The Dope Game is now in the Humble Store and at 15% off for the first week! Check it out, you know, if
you want to.

https://www.humblebundle.com/store/the-dope-game
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